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QUESTION NO: 1

A company requires that filed workers take multiple pictures and store the picture with the class. The company recently 
requirement to save PDF report documents.

Which geodatabase element should the administrator to meet the requirements?

A. Attachments

B. Attribute domains

C. Network database

D. Topology

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which option is a data type for a subtype in feature class?

A. Text

B. Double

C. Short integer

D. Float

ANSWER: A 

Explanation:

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/latest/manage-data/geodatabases/arcgis-field-data-types.htm

QUESTION NO: 3

The geodatabase administrator wants to review conflicts when synchronization a two replica. The parent is the data sender.

Which synchronization option should be used/

A. In favor geodatabase

B. Synchronization in both directions
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C. In favorof goedatabase 2

D. Manually at a later time

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

An administrator adds a new special table to an enterprise geodatabase using database tools. A user wants to implement 
topology rules on the special able to determine if polygonsoverlap.

What does the user have to verify?

A. The data is registered with the geodatabase.

B. The data is registered as versioned with the move edits to base option.

C. The data has attribute indexes.

D. The data is a stand-alone feature class.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 5

What is necessary for a user to be able to register a feature class as versioned?

A. The user must have editing privileges on the feature class.

B. The version must NOT have any children

C. The user must be the data owner.

D. The user must own the version.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 6

A company has two groups of employee. One groups edits data, and the other group has read-only access to data. All 
employees have access to a shared set of layer files and,ap documents. Employees often change groups as their function 
change.
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Which TWO things should be configured to ensure read=only users are unable to edit data when they use files or map 
documents? (Choose two.)

A. Database Roles

B. Grouping Analysis

C. Active Directory

D. File permission

E. Version permissions

ANSWER: D E 
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